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Authentic  ⧫ Unique ⧫ Personalized 

 

 

Customized tours, 

designed to meet your 

100% satisfaction 

 

Take home beautiful 

photos for a lifelong 

memory  

 

Instantly share your 

stunning vacation photos 

with loved ones on social 

media  

 

Enjoy the most authentic, 

unique and personalized 

Swiss experience 

 

Visiting Switzerland’s off 

the beaten path gorgeous 

hidden gems, ordinary 

tours cannot provide 

 

Best value for money for 

families and small groups 

 
SWITERLAND’S MOST UNIQUE 

PRIVATE TOUR SERVICE 
 

Swiss Private Tour 
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Welcome  

Swiss private tour welcomes family Bergeson to Switzerland with pleasure and hope that you will have the best time and 
experience while you are our guest in Switzerland. Please find enclosed the tour proposal designed as per your requirements; 
these custom-created, just for-you tours, offering complimentary professional photography services and supplied by our 
hand-picked, selective private tour guides, are designed to meet your needs, with your 100% satisfaction.  

Our complimentary professional photography service is just another reason to set us apart from the rest, and guarantees you 
the ability to savour every precious moment of your fabulous vacation day; you will be a participant, not just an observer – 
and it will be reflected in your exceptional quality photos! 

The beauty of our private tour service is that you have complete flexibility to last minute alternation of your tour plan should 
you wish to do so. As you travel in comfort in our spacious, WIFI enabled luxury vehicles, your friendly driver-guide (and 
professional photographer!) will make sure you relax and enjoy your custom-created experience, and get the most out of 
every moment you spend together. 

With door-to-door service, tour destinations and activities that offer authentic, intriguing, entertaining, and innovative ways 
to spend your days, you can rest assured that our private, guided tours will provide you the most intimate, friendly, and see-
the-country-through-the-eyes-of-a-local, experience! 

We look forward to having you as our guest and wish for very successful vacation in Switzerland. 

Offer ID 19899 

OFFER ID ISSUE DATE CONFIRM BY 

19899 27.10.2021 05.11.21 

Your Requirements 

Name                       : Mark Bergeson Contact:  mbergeson560600@gmail.com 
Passengers                : 4 PAX 
Date of Arrival  : - 
Date of Departure :  - 
Tour start date  : 12.12.2021 
Tour end date  : 12.12.2021 
Total tour days  : 4 

 
Your requirement: Visit Mt. Titlis and the Alpine region, to 
include a horse drawn sleigh ride. Also, a visit to a chocolate 
factory. 

 

 
Clean and Safe Certified Private Tour 

 
Proposal overview on next page 

 

 

 

 

SWITZERLAND 2021 

https://www.swissprivatetour.com/covid-19-safe-private-tours-in-switzerland/
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Our response to your requirements 

We planned your itinerary the same way, we‘d do for our own visiting family or friends from the Americas; this attitude allow 
us to prepare an intimate and personalized tour plans for you, gratifying your required needs, while gaining long term 
relationships, loyalty and trust, and repetitive customers, as reflected in all our customers’ feedback.  

The goal of our uniquely carved out tour program is to ensure you have the most authentic and enjoyable vacation in 
Switzerland, taking you on off-the beat path journey and show you all the hidden gems of Switzerland and this too, through 
the eyes of the local professional photographer guide, something ordinary tours cannot and will not offer. We thus, design 
and propose tour program that would meet your 100% satisfaction, at guaranteed best price plan.  

Although, this proposal is well laid out, boundless hidden gems and many surprises which you will actually discover, remains 
unrevealed. This proposal includes the itinerary as per your requirements and where we feel, our service can best meet our 
own goals towards meet our customer’s needs which no one else can do; the proposal excludes tours where private tour is 
not the best option nor beneficial to our guest; it can also mean, we are not the ideal tour supplier for the tour destination. 

Suggested Tours 

Date Tour highlights Pickup / drop off 

SUN 12 DEC 21 Mt Titlis with horse sleigh ride and visit to Lindt Home of Chocolate 
Museum.  
Alternative option: Mt. Titlis with horse sleigh ride with visit to majestic 
Lucerne 
 

Hotel Marriott Zürich 

   

Bad weather alternatives 

In bad weather condition we will always have a plan-B to select best places to visit; there will be plenty of amazing options to 
choose from, some of which are proposed in this document.  

 General climate in December – Engelberg  

Sunrise: 08:10 AM | Sunset: 4:50 PM The average minimum temperature  in Engelberg in December is -1.0°C (30.2°F). The 
amount of snow / rain in December is normal with an average of 77mm (3.0in). The average maximum daytime temperature 
lies around 4.0°C (39.2°F). It is usually overcast in Engelberg during December with average 42 hours sunshine in the whole 
month.  

 

 

 

 

 

Next pages - Program detail  

 

 

 

Program Overview  
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Summary  

With days being short in Winter season, it’s quite a challenge to enjoy and get to see the best of everything in the region of 
Inner Switzerland, Engelberg / Titlis and the picture perfect city of Lucerne. With our carefully carved out winter program and 
expert know-how, you will not only get to the Top of Mt. Titlis but see and do a lot more; and our off-the beaten scenic 
excursion to Engelberg and Titlis let you see unique beauty of Switzerland through the eyes of our local photographer-guide, 
ordinary tours cannot provide.  

 
 Program highlights  

o Non-stop breath-taking scenic journey, ordinary tours cannot do 
o Enjoy the most cosy and relaxing horse carriage ride in magnificently 

beautiful Engelberg region .  
o Enjoy Mt. Titlis with our unique program, saving you time.  
o Visit the majestic Lucerne and it’s gorgeous terrain  
o Enjoy the most scenic journey, ordinary tours cannot provide. 

Your personalized itininary 

Spectacular scenic journey with Swiss Private Tour  

Your fascinating day to visit Mt. Titils will begin from your hotel in Zurich at 08:30 AM. Taking 
a breath-taking scenic route from Zurich, we  arrive at the foothill of Mt. Titlis in the beautiful 
village of Engelberg at around 09:45 AM. Let your memorable experience in Engelberg & 
Titlis begin! 

 

Horse carriage / sleigh ride in facinating Engelberg 

With our VIP horse carriage / sleigh program you start and end your journey right at the door-
step of Berg-station so no additional Titlis VIP entrance is needed and equally efficient. Upon 
arrival in the beautiful resort of Engelberg and at around 10 AM, enjoy one hour cosy and 
relaxing horse carriage ride which provides the best way to discover the beauties of the 
entire Engelberg valley and get informative insight into the local experience, cultural norms, 

customs and life-style of the local inhabitants.   

Visiting Mt. Titlis with our program 

Mount Titlis offers no shortage of fun to visitors of all age. Apart from a breath-taking 360° 
panoramic view of central Switzerland and the Bernese alps, you’ll find a glacier cave with 
carved ice structures inside which is the key attraction, the nerve-testing Cliff Walk of 
Europe’s highest suspension bridges. Next to the Cliff Walk is the Ice Flyer chairlift, which 
carries passengers over the frozen crevasses of the glacier to Glacier Park.  

 
Program continued on the next page 

 

 

 

MT TITLIS – ENGLEBERG HORSE CARRIAGE RIDE AND BEYOND 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2021  

Featured Video - “Sal will show you everything” – 
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong, USA 

https://youtu.be/y30eQIjE1II
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While in Mt. Titilis, your guide will lead you systematically through all short-cuts into the 
major attractions and take care of lunch reservation; rest assured, you can enjoy hassle-free 
and best experience in Mt. Titlis. 

Journey to Titlis from Engelberg and return:  Your guide plans trip to Titlis - Engelberg journey 
by cable car ensuring your best comfort and safety; he also amends the program schedule 
to maximize your trip experience for the entire day.  Your cable car journey to Mt. Titlis which 

typically starts at 11:00 AM may include journey breaks if your guide finds it necessary. Your guide will also update you when 
to approach the cable car gate so that you can reach Engelberg on time for your next exciting excursion.  

Tickets for Mt. Titlis: In the event of inclement weather condition we may have to alter our trip to Mt. Titlis and decide on 
Plan-B. Thus, we recommend not to purchase the tickets for Mt. Titlis in advance and your guide will inform you when to book 
the tickets.   

There’s more after Titlis and Engelberg  

Visit the majestic Lucerne  (Option I)  

Situated between a magnificent lake and the gorgeous Swiss Alps, with its picturesque Carnival 
and medieval town, Luzern is a place which boasts numerous attractions and fun activities for 
all types of visitors. These include the famous Chapel Bridge (a decorative, 13th century 
wooden bridge), Lake Luzern Promenade, and many other points of interest, including 
baroque churches and medieval castles. Enjoy a coffee break for 30 minutes and an hour and 

a half of magical medical town of Lucerne before returning to your hotel in Zurich at around 6:15 PM.  

Alternative to Lucerne – Visit Lindt Home of Chocolates – Kilchberg ZH 

A tour of the Lindt Home of Chocolate covers every aspect of this Swiss cultural asset chocolate, including a chocolate fountain 
over 9m tall and the biggest Lindt Chocolate Shop in the world, spread over 500m2. In the CHOCOLATERIA, you can create 
your very own masterpieces under the expert guidance of the Lindt Master Chocolatiers while learning many interesting 
things about the origin, history and manufacture of Lindt chocolate. The duration of 2 hours is sufficient with the tour. 

Duration  

Tour starts at 08:30 AM from your hotel in Zurich and estimated to last approximately 9.25 hours; but this would also include 
1 hours of lunch break and a 30 minutes coffee breaks during which your guide Sal is with you all the time, but for which, he 
does not charge. We expect to return to your hotel in Zurich by 6:15 – 6:20 PM depending on road condition or other plans. 

Tour Price (Discounted, valid for this offer only)  

CHF 235 per person (discounted, valid only for offer ID 19899) | Price includes guide / driver fee, vehicle insurance, liability 
insurance, transportation to / from hotel, all parking and road taxes, federal taxes and VAT.  

Price excludes: Cable car tickets (CHF 96 per person, return tickets for adults); horse carriage ride CHF 160 (group), ice flyer 
(optional) CHF 12 only per person, tips or gratuity.  

 

Next page - Useful Information  

 

 

 

MT TITLIS – ENGLEBERG HORSE CARRIAGE RIDE AND BEYOND 

DECEMBER 12, 2021  
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Genuine COVID-19 Clean 

and Safe Tour Operator in 

Switzerland| Click the image 

to learn more. 

COVID 19 (Coronavirus) Safe Private Tours in Switzerland  

In the context of the covid pandemic, we are pleased to announce, travel restrictions has been 

further relaxed in Switzerland and we all are excited to see things are returning to some kind of 

normality.  When absolute safety is the priority, private guided tours dedicated only to your own 

family or group ensures the highest level of safety based on the safety concept and measures. As a 

“CLEAN AND SAFE” labeled private tour company Swiss Private Tour puts the safety and security of 

our guests and employees as our foremost priority ensuring that you have the safest, most relaxing 

and enjoyable vacation experience in Switzerland. We are however, limiting our maximum number 

of allowed guests to 5 passengers during each journey. 

Clean & Safety Measures 

Link below contains very useful and essential information and will guide you making the right 

decisions for your Switzerland trip.  

Covid-19 Switzerland - Safety measures for travellers & tour operators  

Service description 

All tours included in this tour-brochure are uniquely customized and carefully carved out to make the best use of each day 

you are in Switzerland. Tours are therefore personalized and guaranteed to provide you with most joyful and an extra-ordinary 

sightseeing experience; enjoy sightseeing at your own pace and adjust tour programs to best fit your needs and flexible 

schedule – something ordinary tours are not able to provide.  

Your benefits at a glance  

▪ Unique, authentic and personalized programs 

▪ Guaranteed best price in the market (see section below) 

▪ Flexible to alter plans in inclement weather condition 

▪ You are guaranteed to enjoy unparalleled holiday experience 

▪ With hotel pick-up and drop off means no waiting or wasting time 

▪ Complimentary (free) professional photography service 

▪ Free cancellation (1 week and as per terms & conditions) 

SPT Best price guarantee, what it means for you? 

With the “Best Price Guarantee” Swiss Private Tour ensures, you as a customer get the latest and best price on the market. 

However, should you find a better deal elsewhere for the same tour service and service quality, we will match it or re-

reimburse you the price difference. Swiss Private Tour makes tour price verily transparent on its website and adjust price 

accordingly to ensure you always get the best market price. 

 A bit about your guide 

Sal, your tour guide (who is also an excellent vacation photographer) is exceedingly flexible. On the spur of 

the moment, anything that can be accommodated, will be; your complete satisfaction - and delighting you - 

are his ultimate goals!  You can learn more about Sal here:  

https://www.swissprivatetour.com/about-swiss-private-tour/ 

Next page - Vehicle and Swiss traffic law  

 

 

 
USEFUL INFORMATION 

https://www.swissprivatetour.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/COVID-19-SAFETY-CONCEPT-AND-MEASURES.pdf
https://www.swissprivatetour.com/about-swiss-private-tour/
https://www.swissprivatetour.com/covid-19-safe-private-tours-in-switzerland/
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VEHICLE INFORMATION AND SWISS TRAFFIC LAW 

 

 

About our tour vehicles and Swiss regulations 

Our tours use American family-size, luxury minivans, with spacious six-passenger capacity; they are furnished with exceedingly 
comfortable leather seats. Our vans are modern, WIFI enabled, well-equipped, fully insured, and optimally maintained.  

Vehicle in use for the tours by Swiss Private Tour 

US Import, Toyota Sienna, XLE Limited American Luxury Family Van. 7 Seats with max passenger capacity of 6 passengers + 1 
driver guide.  

 

 

 

 

 

Swiss regulation and compliance 

Our tour vans are Switzerland and EU compliant, registered Licenced Professional Vehicles, authorized for tour operation in 
Switzerland and European countries. We are obliged to undergo periodical vehicle safety controls, conducted by the Swiss 
Road and Transportation Authority; we stringently comply with their safety standards and requirements. 

Important  

The tour vehicles is equipped with electronic monitoring device; We are therefore obliged to and must adhere to the 
regulation of Swiss Road and Transport Authority in regards to maximum 9 hours driving time with minimum 45 minutes of 
break time and 11 hours of break time prior to next day operation 


